
NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

(7) PROHIBITIONS OF LIQUID/AEROSOL/GELS (greater than 100 ml and not placed in bags of 1 liter)

NO YES

Spray paints/spray adhesives/Thinner and turpentine etc./Gases and Gas cylinders (oxygen, propane gas, butane 

gas, acetolon)/Lighter fuels (Liquid-Gas)/Torch flaming lighters (blow torches), any unsafe matches (matches 

which can be lit on every surface)/Drinks and liquids with alcohol rate

more than 70% (cologne etc.)/ Replicas/imitations of any combustible and flammable products 

NO YES

(6) Chemical Biological Nuclear (NBC) and Hazardous/Toxic Substances

Acids and Liquid Batteries/Big solid batteries/Radioactive substances (except for the ones used in the healthcare 

services)/Dry Ice (more than 2 kg)/ Self-inflammable substances (to be mentioned)/Fire extinguishers/ Poison and 

Agrochemicals (pesticides, rat poison etc.) fly-killers insect killers (spray/solid)/ Substances including contagious 

and biological threat ( contaminated blood, bacteria and viruses)/Chemical/biological agents (V.H.F.s causing high 

fever such as mustard gas, sarin, anthrax, variola, cyanide, tularemia, botulism, ebola, marburg)/ Disabling and 

incapacitating sprays (pepper gas, tear gas, CN and CS gases, dog repellent sprays, acid sprays etc.)/ Solvents, 

abrasives and removers (Chlorine,

bleacher, hydrochloric acid etc. irritants)/ Oxygen tubes (chemical oxygen generators, diver tubes,

liquid oxygen tubes)/ Calorific instruments/Nitrogen cylinders

(3) Blunt Instruments

All types of sticks/batons (shock, electrical, police, telescopic etc.)/ Sports sticks (Golf, Cricket, Baseball,

Hockey, Lacrosse, softball, Bats, billiard cue etc.)/Thick rope, rope, chain etc./Fishing gear and fishing rigs/Oars 

(Canoe etc.)/Handcuffs/Sports boards (skateboard/ski/surf board)/Catapult etc./Slingshot/Electro shockers 

etc./Any tranquilizer instruments (animal stunning and killing etc.)/Knuckles/Mace/Choking cord-

chain/Nunchucks(chain stick)/Martial Art sticks

NO YES

(5) Combustible and flammable liquids and gases

(4) Explosives and Explosive Mechanisms and Components

Plastic explosives (C4 etc.)/A4/Semptex/Dynamite TNT/Liquid explosives/Explosive 

mechanisms/Replicas/imitations of explosives/Hand grenades and replicas/imitations of hand

grenades/ammunition and munition smoke bombblast bomb etc./pyrotechnics/Explosive mechanism

igniters (fuses and detonators etc.)/Power supplies of explosive mechanisms (battery etc.)/Timers of explosive 

mechanisms (clock etc.)
Fuses and detonators/Any type of explosives and explosive systems/fireworks/signal flares/Mines and

military explosives/Hand grenades/small fireworks/High-risk inflammables and

explosives/smoke emitters/NBCs (excluding the ones for medical purpose)

NO NO

NO NO

Paper scissors/Wire cutters/Tailor's scissors/Chicken scissors/Hair scissors/Vegetable scissors pruning shears 

NO YES

Hammer/ chipping hatchet screwdriver/Drill/Battery powered screwdriver and drills and bits/Saw (wood

saw, power saw, hacksaw, fretsaw etc.) /Measuring tape/Multi-purpose tool sets/crank/chisel/Repair

tools (pliers, round pliers, flush cutter)/Pipe wrench/adjustable spanner/wrench sets/nail

guns/bolt guns/ Any instruments with blades of more than 6 cm or shaft

NO YES

Sewing needles etc. Injectors/hypodermic needles/Fish hooks

YES

Hook/Blade/Sword/Wedge/Flick knife

Bayonet/Catch/Dagger Ninja star - Throwing starAttacking Hunting Knives and Materials 

Cutlery sets/Pen Knives/Craft Knife/Knitting needles and skewers/Nail clipper, Rasp etc./Medical cutters (scalpel, 

lancet etc.)/Pocket knife, jackknife, multipurpose pocket knife/Ceramic knives Camouflaged/custom-made knives 

(Card, pen, belt knife, Spiked walking stick etc.) circular knife/Razors/Open Razors/ Diver’s Knife/Ice 

crusher/axe/Corkscrew 

Arrow /bow

(2) Guns and Objects with Pointed / Sharp Edges

Flare guns, signal pistols, emergency guns and cartridges

Dart Spear Mountain climbing equipment (spike, hammer, axe, climbing sticks) Ski and batons Iceskate arrow-

bow
NO

LIST OF PROHIBITED ITEMS

NCASP ANNEX-17 APPENDIX-1

Smoothbore shotguns and pump-rifles of all types

Replicas and imitation firearms capable of being mistaken for real weapons

Air guns (pressure and Co2), ball/bead/paint/pellet/blank/sportive etc. guns and their primers

Hidden and Camouflaged Guns and Handmade guns (lighter and pen guns, walking stick guns etc.)

Gun components including telescopic sights and sight units, magazines and shells

Item
Cabin

Baggage

Hold 

Baggage

(1) Guns and firearms and components

Riffled firearms of all calibers

Axes and types of axes 

Cleaver 



(11) CHARGING

Personal battery-powered devices: For safety reasons, we cannot accept personal electrical devices such as 

electric skateboards, mini Segways and smart or self-balancing wheels on our flights.

NO

NO

YES

NO

Portable support devices (Non-flushing): Battery-powered wheelchairs or other similar portable devices 

powered by batteries which do not leak or which comply with Special Provision A123 or A199 of the IATA 

Dangerous Goods Regulations, provided that the batteries are protected against short circuits (e.g. placed in a 

battery container and securely attached to the wheelchair).

NO YES

Flows portable support devices: Portable support devices: Wheelchairs and similar devices powered by batteries, 

flow batteries or lithium batteries may have the battery installed in the device, provided that they are always 

loaded, secured, secured and unloaded in an upright position. The battery terminals must be protected from 

short circuits, e.g. enclosed in a battery container, and the battery must be securely fastened to the wheelchair.

(10) BATTERY POWERED EHEELCHAİRS AND VEHİCLES

Portable support devices: lithium-ion batteries (collapsible): Portable support devices: Cordless portable devices 

powered by a lithium-ion battery (collapsible). In this case, the lithium-ion battery must be removed and carried 

in the cabin. The batteries of such wheelchairs must not exceed 300 watt hours, or the battery of a device 

equipped with two batteries required for operation must not exceed 160 watt hours per battery. A maximum of 

one spare battery not exceeding 300 watt hours or two spare batteries not exceeding 160 watt hours each may 

be carried in the cabin.

YES NO

Replacement lithium batteries: Lithium ion batteries for portable (including medical) electronic devices with a 

Wh value exceeding 100 Wh but not exceeding 160 Wh. Lithium metal batteries with a lithium content of more 

than 2 g but not exceeding 8 g for portable medical electronic devices only. A maximum of two spare batteries 

may be carried in cabin baggage. Batteries and devices must not come into contact with each other to prevent 

short circuits. Please note that approved spare batteries may only be carried in the cabin.

YES NO

Electornic devices powered by lithium batteries: The Wh-value of lithium ion batteries for portable (including 

medical) electronic devices may be more than 100Wh but not exceed 160 Wh. Only lithium metal batteries with a 

lithium content of more than 2g but not exceeding 8g for portable medical electronic devices can be carried on 

board, depending on their size or carrying handles. (Batteries over 160wh are not accepted on board.) For devices 

exceeding 100wh and 2g lithium weight, approval must be obtained from Tailwind Customer Service 

(customer@tailwind.com.tr). Leak-proof battery powered devices over 12V and 100wh and lithium battery 

powered devices over 160wh and 8g lithium weight are not accepted.

Portable electronic devices (including medical devices) containing lithium metal or lithium ion or batteries: If 

watches, calculators, cameras, mobile phones, laptops, etc. are brought on board for personal use by passengers 

or cabin crew, lithium metal batteries must not exceed 2 g and lithium ion batteries must not exceed 100 Wh.
YES YES

(9) BATTERY / BATTERY AND BATTERY OPERATED DEVİCES

All batteries and accumulators, including lithium metal or lithium-ion batteries: Such electronic devices may 

only be carried in cabin baggage. Please note that the carriage of these items is subject to approval and can only 

be taken into the cabin; they cannot be carried in the cargo compartment in baggage.

YES NO

Electronic cigarettes: Electronic cigarettes (including electronic cigars, electronic pipes, wind lighters and matches 

or other smoking devices). Precautions must be taken against unintentional activation of these devices. YES NO

(8) SMALL LİTHİUM BATTERY POWERED ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

YESNO

Based on the revised requirement, devices powered by small lithium batteries in checked baggage can stay 

turned on during the flight, provided their lithium metal battery's lithium content is less than 0.3 grams, or if its 

lithium ion battery's output is less than 2.7 Wh. For devices with lithium batteries that exceed the above limits, 

the obligation to turn them off in checked baggage remains.

Water, syrup, drinks etc./Perfumes, lotions, Contact lens liquids etc./Liquid medicine and baby

food/Cream, oils (including cosmetic oils), any toiletry including mascara (except for the solid

ones)/Shaving foam, shaving gel, hair etc. gel/Any substances in the form of paste including the toothpaste/Semi-

solid food such as jam, honey, yoghurt, molasses and tomato sauce/Shampoo; hair

cream etc./Aerosol and Sprays/Deodorants; Sprays (hair spray, etc.)/Other sprayed liquids (paint etc.)/Other 

substances similar to the ones listed above

NO YES

Battery operated devices: Devices that charge devices such as laptops, cameras, mobile phones Batteries with 

sealed battery values not exceeding 12V and 100Wh / lithium battery values not exceeding 100wh and 2gr 

lithium weight

A maximum of 20 pieces 

can only be carried 

isolated in hand luggage.

*A maximum of 15 battery-

powered devices are 

accepted in checked baggage 

or hand baggage. Must be 

switched off, must not be left 

in standby mode. Must be 

protected against damage 

and must not be kept in the 

same place with flammable 

materials.


